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Balance is a tricky thing.
It is defined as the state in which a person is able to distribute his/her weight or
components of his/her body in such a manner to remain upright and steady. One step
too much to the left or to the right, and balance is over.
This past year has been an incredible challenge to the balance of each of
us. Unexpected illness, the unknown, political division, societal discord, interpersonal
argumentativeness, and rudeness, have challenged the balance of each of us as well as
the balance of our greater society.
Each of us have swayed slightly this year; some of us have lost our steadiness; most
of us have remained upright. Most interestingly, however, we have learned that balance
is not only personal, but it is interpersonal. When one of us began to sway in this past
year, others reached out, and helped provide a steady course.
I believe balance is a part of the human spirit. There is something within us that
makes most of us want to get up, to re-organize our lives, and to find the peace that
comes from all things being in place and working optimally and in being....well...balanced.

This edition celebrates the human spirit and our drive to find the balance of life. Enjoy.
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